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On a Managed ServerOn Your Server

Lower on going maintenance costs
In your network and under your direct 
control

Can follow your corporate standard

Easier to interface to third party systems

No start-up costs, no capital spend
Fixed maintenance, support and upgrade 
costs
Disaster recovery built in
	 •		Backup
	 •		UPS	
Ideal for smaller / distributed sites
Can be accessed from anywhere

WHY CAPLUM WEB?

Pedigree
CAPLUM	has	the	largest	installed	base	of	any	Cable	
Infrastructure	System	in	the	UK,	it	manages	more	than	
300 sites for a wide variety of organisations whose cable 
management	requirements	vary	significantly.		From	
University	campus	sites	to	major	corporations,	as	well	as	
governmental	and	military	departments,	CAPLUM	meets	
its users’ requirements.

State-of-the-art
Caplum is a WEB application; only requiring the user to 
have a web browser installed to operate it . As such it is 
unique	in	the	portability,	familiarity,	speed	and	flexibility	
of access it provides to users. It can be run over the 
internet on our managed server or your own server on 
site. It can operate from a smart phone / tablet and being 
a thin client can be over the 3G/4G or WiFi.

Complete
CAPLUM	is	designed	to	control	and	manage	all	parts	
of a cable network, integrating structured cabling, data 
and	voice	networks,	fibre,	local	and	wide	area	networks	
and multiple buildings and sites. It will manage ancillary 
equipment such as CCTV, and will equally support 
legacy and future infrastructure; allowing you to evolve 
new	IP	based	infrastructure.

Modular
Choose whatever modules suit you and add them at any 
time.	With	CAPLUM	you	pay	for	what	you	need	when	
you need it, so that you can select parts or the whole of 
your network to load into the system.

Save time
With all of the automated services, you can populate and 
use	CAPLUM	immediately	and	have	instant	information	
available to make decisions and deliver services 
immediately.

Return on Investment
By	managing	your	network	with	CAPLUM	you	can	
reduce your network running costs, manage your assets, 
free up spare capacity and track and control all changes 
within	your	network.	Payback	is	a	matter	of	months,	not	
years.

Independent & Integrated
CAPLUM	is	a	truly	‘OPEN’	system.	It	is	completely	
independent of any physical infrastructure and will work 
with any network, however complex. It will also interface 
with existing systems to unify databases and processes.

Business Continuity
Know	exactly	what	services	are	
delivered, to whom, where and 
by what means, so if you need to 
relocate any persons or places, 
then you can immediately check 
where the equivalent spare 
capacity exists and provide the 
new services immediately.

Easy to use
CAPLUM	represents	the	data	in	a	graphic	form	to	
allow ease of use, as you can see from the 19” rack 
display, showing  patch panels, data equipment, data 
chassis, blanking 
panels and wire 
management. This 
is an active display 
and will update as 
the records change. 
You can also click 
on any part of 
the display to drill 
down further in to 
the network detail. 
Digital photographs, 
manuals or 
diagrams can be 
attached to any 
location.

Save Money
With no need for site surveys, freeing up of unused port 
capacity, utilisation of previously unknown infrastructure, 
saving on unnecessary and duplicated investments, 
more	efficient	utilisation	of	skills	and	immediate	
deployment	of	a	Business	Continuity	plan,	CAPLUM	
immediately saves money and typically pays for itself in 
just	a	few	months.	

Service & Support
We	are	a	UK	company	with	a	network	of	local	and	
international partners to support your every need. We 
offer	a	full	turnkey	service	capability,	from	site	audits	and	
data load through to Hosted and Managed Services. 
Whatever your support requirements, we will support 
you. 

Two ways to own Caplum, you choose the route!

You can always switch either way at a later date.



WHAT IS CAPLUM?
Caplum is the leading WEB based Cable Management 
System	in	the	UK	and	will	allow	you	to	
•	 Capture	the	data	from	your	entire	network,	including	

all	data,	voice	and	fibre	circuits,	network	and	user	
equipment

•	 Access	and	input	system	data	anywhere,	any	time	via	a	
web	browser,	even	by	field	staff	on	operations

•	 Create	interactive	network	diagrams
•	 Actively	monitor	and	auto	discover	your	network	

components
•	 Plan,	manage	and	implement	your	network	changes	and	

evolution	ACCURATELY	AND	WITH	CONFIDENCE
•	 Immediately	assign	work	orders	to	the	right	personnel	

at the right place, then monitor and report on their 
performance to ensure assigned tasks are completed 
within the SLA and records updated

•	 Display	information	in	a	user	friendly,	graphical,	
manageable way 

WHY INFRASTRUCTURE MANAGEMENT?
Industry research indicates that for every 500 employees a 
company has, network downtime costs over £200,000 per 
annum in lost productivity.

Businesses are critically dependent on their network 
infrastructure for all of their communication needs. 
Networks are dynamic and business critical, but not, 
unfortunately, trouble free. 

With increasing demands for new services it is now more 
critical than ever that you know what is connected to your 
network and where. Asset control and tracking as well as 
network security management and network evolution are 
increasingly	key	objectives	for	organisations	worldwide.

Implementing and managing these new networks and 
services needs appropriate management and control. It is 
inevitable that without appropriate management: 

•	 It	will	take	longer	to	perform	every	job	in	your		
network and cost you more

Caplum WEB complete tool for 
network cable infrastructure  

management with autodiscovery,  
Interfaces	to	PABXs	/	third	parties 
and interactive network diagrams.  

•	 Planning	and	disaster	recovery	is	nearly	impossible
•	 Unnecessary	equipment	will	be	installed	when	the	

resources may already be available in the network
•	 You	will	become	reliant	on	vulnerable	and	error	prone	

data sources, be they the memories of long term 
staff	and	/	or	an	array	of	disparate	manual	records,	
spreadsheets or simple data base systems with no 
commonality

•	 Your	service	provision	and	responsiveness	will	be	
lower than you could otherwise achieve

•	 You	will	not	have	full	control	of	your	network	–	it	is	
likely to be controlling you, your resources and your 
ability to develop it

In short you risk wasting your financial and human 
resources, providing a poorer level of service and 
inevitably feeling overworked and under resourced.

CAN YOU MANAGE WITHOUT CAPLUM?

ONLY	IF:-
•	 You	instantly	know	every	connection	and	dependency	

in your network
•	 You	have	full	confidence	in	your	existing	records	to	

make critical business and investment decisions
•	 Your	network	is	static	and	not	at	risk
•	 You	have	sufficient	funds	and	resources	to	carry	out	

any required site surveys and investigations
•	 You	don’t	worry	about	reliance	on	staff	memories	and	

their long term employment, or about being dependent 
on external contractors 

•	 You	are	happy	with	your	business	continuity	and	
disaster recovery planning for your mission critical 
infrastructure

•	 You	are	in	complete	control	of	your	network	with	funds	
and resources to keep it that way

If you are concerned about any of the above, then 
CAPLUM	could	immediately	assist	you.

LET CAPLUM DO THE WORK, AUTOMATICALLY!
Unlike	other	systems	CAPLUM	will	automatically	carry	
out many of the mundane and daily tasks associated with 
Network Management such as automatic:

•	 Network detection / discovery and updating of what 
devices are connected onto the network (legal or 
illegal ones)

•	 Optimum circuit routing	for	new	services	–	
immediately and accurately from trusted data. 

•		 PABX Programming for synchronised databases and 
extra	security	with	no	duplication	of	records	or	effort.

•		 Network audit and upload of the accurate data into 
the system, ready for immediate use

•		 Interactive network diagrams   
•	 Identification of bottlenecks and threshold levels
•	 Identification of surplus port capacity for recovery 

or reallocation
•	 Alerts if network changes have not been entered 

into the system
•	 Interfaces to 3rd party equipment and systems 

such as Call Loggers, Fault and Help Desk systems, 
or		Network	Management	Systems	for	unified	systems	
and common processes

The results are that you will have an accurate, up to date 
and easy to use system with which you can proactively 
and	confidently	plan	and	support	your	network,	at	reduced	
costs,	with	less	effort	and	resource.		

Works Orders Module
Works order management drives and 
monitors every stage of all network 
maintenance providing SLAs, automatic 
emails at custom stages, resource 
allocation, full history, reporting and it will 
flag	up	any	scheduled	activity	that	has	
not been completed or entered into the 
database. 

Voice Manager Module
Caplum switch interface removes the need 
to	program	your	IPT	/	PABX	switch.	With	
Caplum Voice Manger Module keeping 
the databases synchronised is now fully 
automated. Caplum will now automatically 
program your switch with all the activity 
in Caplum. With the Works order module, 
scheduled work can be created and 
Caplum will perform the programming at a 
future date and time. 

Fault Reporting Module
CAPLUM	has	a	fault	reporting	module	
which records outstanding faults, allocates 
engineers, sends progress emails, 
records and monitors  travelling, on-site 
and fault completion time, and provides 
analysis of response times and fault 
types. SLA’s are supported.

Caplum Active Module
Caplum Active module enables Caplum 
to become an active part of your network 
with real time detection and monitoring 
of	network	configuration	and	utilisation.	
Coupling this with the powerful physical 
cable management in Caplum makes an 
essential tool for every IT department. 
Caplum records and recovers spare port 
capacity, auto-updates  and stops rogue 
patching and allows tracking of assets.

Floor Planner Module
Caplum	Floor	Planner	has	the	ability	
to take building drawings and place 
the network resources from Caplum’s 
database	such	as	sockets,	wi-fi	APs	and	
racks onto the drawing in their geographic 
locations, allowing the user to see the 
buildings and resource locations from 
one screen. Clicking any of the resources 
opens a management screen for that 
item.

Network Diagram Module
Do you often wish you could have up to 
date network diagrams at the push of 
a	button?	Using	existing	data,	Caplum	
Network Diagram module achieves all of 
this and more. It is a network diagram tool 
for Structured / Non-Structured copper 
and	fibre	optic	networks.	It	will	also	draw	
a network trace allowing the user to select 
a switch or patch panel and Caplum will 
create a diagram of all of the connections 
and their circuits.

Caplum core has 6 optional modules, as shown above, these modules can be added in any combination at anytime
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